
Dust collector

Instructions for the Workstation to Open the Box and Install

After removing the container, remove the relevant parts and check the 
packing list.

I. Insert the flat tube ①(the position and direction of the screw hole is the 
same as the side plate) into the flat hole in the middle of the side plate, 
make sure the full table height is 80 or 85 cm, then tighten with the M8 
hexagonal screw.

II. Fasten the cast aluminum table foot ②with M8 inner hexagonal screw 
and the flat tube ①, measure the whole table height correctly, and then 
erect the whole table.

III. Connect the lead wire of the bracket ③column to the lead wire on the 
desktop, then insert the rack post into the aluminum seat ④ of the desk-
top, tighten the sides with fixed screws respectively, and place the table 
in the reserved position. Connect the power line air source pipe into the 
electrical source assembly ⑤ (at the lower left of the table sandwich) and 
adjust the whole table by using the four corner adjusting screw ⑥ of the 
table foot.

IV. Insert the working lamp ⑦ into the socket of the side of the post with  
wires in the desk hole⑧.

V. Insert the elbow guard bracket ⑨ into the corresponding hole position 
⑩ (remove the hole position panel to adjust the width of the elbow 
bracket for 40~48cm, factory set to 40cm)

VI. Plug the vacuum assembly 11 into the flat hole 12, and the internal 
hose is connected. Press the vacuum spring plate 13 and insert the glass 
dust screen.

VII. The vacuum cleaner power plug 14 is inserted into the power outlet 
15 of the body to connect the body with the flat suction hose 16, and the 
flat suction other side interface is connected with the suction port hose.

VIII. Pull out the trachea and connect it with the air gun 17 (if the trachea 
is too long, a section can be reduced appropriately, so that the air gun 
does not fall out after reduction)

IX. After installation, turn on the power switch to confirm normal and 
start work.

1-flat tube 
3-bracket 
5-electrical source assembly 
7-working lamp 
9-elbow guard bracket
11-vacuum assembly 
13-vacuum spring plate  13-vacuum spring plate  
15-power outlet of the body 
17- air gun 

2-cast aluminum table foot  
4-aluminum seat 
6-adjustment screw 
8-desk hole 
10-hole position  
12-flat hole 
14-vacuum cleaner power plug 14-vacuum cleaner power plug 
16-flat suction hose 

(The diagram is 1. 2 m single mechanic table. 1. 0 m single table, 1. 4 
m single table, 1. 6 m double table and 1. 8 m double table installa-
tion are the same.)


